The Li7 NMR spin-lattice relaxation and the electrical conductivity in the typical glassy fast-ion conductor (Li2S)0.56(SiS2)0.44 are discussed from models of Li+ionic motion with distributions of activation energies, as well as from stretched-exponential time-correlation functions. The measured correlation times from the two effects differ by two orders of magnitude, and the derived distributions are shifted greatly relative to each other. We relate the great differences to percolation around the high barriers in the distribution. We present a phenomenological theory that yields good quantitative fits to the observed NMR relaxation with a Gaussian distribution, and to the conductivity and related dielectric properties with the continuous-time random-walk model and the same Gaussian truncated at the percolation limit. This correlates the two effects in a simple and effective way; both time-correlation functions can be calculated approximately from the distributions, and even the dc conductivity can be calculated from the NMR results. The present approach is discussed and compared with previously proposed models to explain the anomalies in ac electrical-conductivity and NMR relaxation rates in glassy fast-ion conductors. The Li NMR spin-lattice relaxation and the electrical conductivity in the typical glassy fast-ion conductor (Li2S)p 56(SiS&)p 44 are discussed from models of Li ionic motion with distributions of activation energies, as well as from stretched-exponential time-correlation functions. The measured correlation times from the two effects differ by two orders of magnitude, and the derived distributions are shifted greatly relative to each other. We relate the great differences to percolation around the high barriers in the distribution. We present a phenomenological theory that yields good quantitative fits to the observed NMR relaxation with a Gaussian distribution, and to the conductivity and related dielectric properties with the continuous-time random-walk model and the same Gaussian truncated at the percolation limit. This correlates the two effects in a simple and effective way; both time-correlation functions can be calculated approximately from the distributions, and even the dc conductivity can be calculated from the NMR results. The present approach is discussed and compared with previously proposed models to explain the anomalies in ac electrical-conductivity and NMR relaxation rates in glassy fast-ion conductors.
I. INTRODUCTION
The electrical conductivity o(co, T) in fast-ion conductors (FIC) has been studied and discussed extensively, but no clear picture has emerged of how the conductivity is related to the thermally activated hopping rates of individual ions. Measurements of other properties like the NMR spin-lattice relaxation (NSLR) rate R &(co, T) which depends significantly upon the microscopic motion in different ways are being used to more fully characterize the ionic conduction process. To our knowledge, no detailed studies of o. and R, on the same materials in wide or overlapping ranges of frequency co and temperature T have been made besides the recently reported study of the glassy FIC (Li2S)0 s6(SiSz)0 44. ' The purpose of this paper is to point out again' the great differences between the correlation times (two orders of magnitude) derived from NMR and from conductivity and to explain these differences. We will analyze the conductivity, the related dielectric properties, and NMR relaxation due to Li ion motion in the FIC glass (LizS)056(SiS2)o «and correlate the similarities and differences between them. This composition shows behavior typical of glassy FIC: (i) The ac conductivity is strongly T dependent and increases almost proportionally to co at high frequencies and (ii) the NMR relaxation R & deviates from the simple Bloembergen-Purcell-Pound (BPP) (Ref. 2) behavior by being very asymmetric around the maximum in a plot of log, o(R, ) vs I/T. There are many models that can explain separately the anomalous behavior of o. (co) and of R, (co, T). However, since both of these are related to the cation dynamics on a microscopic scale, a model that can explain both the behaviors of o. (co) and of R, (co, T) starting from the same microscopic picture should give enlightening information.
The conductivity cr(co, T) is often described using a stretched exponential, (2) These functions at T=250 K are plotted in Fig. 1 (dash-dot curves).
The calculated imaginary parts of Eqs. (7) and (9) are also quite similar when we 6t different electronic contributions e( oo ) in the two approximations.
In Fig. 7 we use the constant ratio rr" (1 Hz, T)/o'(rp +O, T)=-0.02 for both fits, y, "= l.25 X 10' exp( -2200/k~T) and e*(~)=14 for o" from Eq. (7), and eD(~) =9 for oD from Eq. (9).
The dielectric properties of FIC are often displayed as the complex modulus M*=1/e', which more clearly shows the effects of the motion in the middle frequency range. The calculated modulus compared to the measured data is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for several temperatures. The frequency dependence calculated from Eqs. (7) and (9) does not fit perfectly but fits much better than one might expect in view of the simplicity of the models.
The crude rectangular distribution Z, *, "d(E, ) used in Eq. (7) for the (Li2S)p 56(S1Sp)p 44 glass must have Em»/k~= 4000 K from y;", a much smaller E;"/k~o f about 2200 K, and the normalized shape shown in Fig. 4 The time-correlation function for the local field in the spin system which leads to the NMR relaxation must be the weighted average of the correlations for the individual spins FNMR(r& T) = J e "'ZNMRd+a (12) This function has been calculated numerically with the fit parameters in Fig. 1 for T= 250 K, and we see it is close to, but not exactly equal to fNMR from Eq. (2) .
It would be interesting to have an exact analytical relation between FNMR from a Gaussian distribution of barriers and a stretched exponential function with fixed parameters, but it is easy to show this is impossible.
We write Eq. (12) with x = F. F. , and r ( T)- 
FIG. 11. Time-correlation function f""d(t, T) from Eq. (2) (solid curves) compared to F""d(t, Tj calculated from Eq. (14) (dashed curves) at several temperatures. 
with E;"/k~=2200 K is quite different from f""d as seen in Fig. 1 
